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ABSTRACT
This research was conducted in SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo. The
teacher’ technique in teaching writing always used the same way
using Contextual Teaching and Learning Method. Therefore, the
research applied Small-Group Discussion Method as effective
methods to students are allowed to work cooperatively with their
friends in a group. The objective of the research was to find out
whether there was a significant influence of using Small-Group
Discussion Method towards students’ writing analytical exposition
text ability at the second semester of the eleventh grade of SMK
Ma’Arif Sukoharjo in the academic year of 2020/2021.
The research methodology was quasi experimental design. In
collecting data, the researcher used instrument, pre-test ad post-test.
The instrument was analytical exposition writing test. After giving the
post-test, the researcher analyzed the data by using SPSS to compute
Independents Simple t-test.
From the data analysis, it was found that the result of T -test was 0.000.
This result is consulted to the score of the value significant generated
Sig. (ρvalue) = 0.000 ≤ α = 0.05. Therefore, H o is rejected and Ha is
accepted. In other words, from this research it is known that SmallGroup Discussion Method can improve the students’ writing ability. It
can be concluded that there is a significant influence of using SmallGroup Discussion Method towards students’ writing ability.

Keywords: Analytical Exposition Text, Quasi Experimental Research
Design, Small-Group Discussion Method, Students
Writing Ability.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Problem
Writing is one of the language skills besides of listening,
speaking and reading that must be mastered by English learners. The
practice of writing becomes something important because writing
includes grammatical complexity. They must be able to express their
thoughts in writing to develop their ideas and keep readers interested
when they read them. Setiyadi stated that writing is skill in which we
express ideas, feelings and thoughts that are arranged in words,
sentence and paragraph by using eyes, brain and hand. 1 This means
that writing is an activity to express ideas, positions, and judgments in
written form using the eyes, brain, and hands.
Douglas stated that writing is a transaction with words in which
you free yourself from what you are thinking, feeling, and feeling
right now.2 It means that in organizing communication in English,
writing is one of the language skills used by people in written form to
transfer sequentially and make acquaintance with others. Therefore,
the readers can understand the meaning of the author. This is one
approach to communicate with the person who reads and create a
communication between the author and the person who read. The
author need also to pay some attention to the formal aspects: neat
handwriting, correct spelling and punctuation, as well as acceptable
grammar and careful choice of vocabulary. 3 That is that writing does
not only copy the text in written form but needs to provide politeness
in several part such as spelling, grammar, punctuation, and vocabulary
selection.
Bryne stated that writing is organization of our sentences into a
text, into a coherent whole thatis a obvious and absolute in itself,
1

Ann Raimes, Technique In Teaching Writing (London: Oxford
University, 1983), p.3
2
H. Douglas Brown, Teaching by Principles An Interactive
Approach to Language Pedagogy (2nd ed) (San Francisco: Longman, 2000),
p. 337
3
Penny Ur, A Course In Language Teaching: Practice And Theory
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), p. 70

1

2
which we are able (or hope to be able to) communicate successfully
with our readers through the medium of writing. 4 This means that
writing is organizing sentence into a text referring to the brains area
created by a text during the organizing its contexts.
According to Nunan, writing is mixture of process and creation.
The process refers to the take action of assembly ideas and working
with them until they are presented in a way that is graceful and
understandable to readers. 5 This means that writing is a practice
wherever new text builds throughout a series of planning and
rearranging stages, writing as produce in which a text is analyze with
imitate.
The purpose of writing in principle is the expression of ideas,
conveying messages to the person who read, as a result that the ideas
itself is arguably the most important aspect of the writing. 6 That is, the
purpose of writing is a express feelings, thoughts, ideas in the written
form and convey messages to the person who reads. The power of the
author is to understand it is to build a text that feel or is good for
people to be able to read accurately..
Based on the statement above, the researcher concluded that
writing is activities that stimulate your brain to convey idea, senses,
feelings and opinion. We employ hand-eye to organize words,
sentences, and paragraphs in written form and make statements
between the author and the people who read. The purpose of writing is
to make a great writing. Hence, the researcher can pay attention to the
language features used to build the person who reads understanding
without the pain of the points given by the author in the written form.
Writing is an activity that is for most students, both in the mother
tongue or a foreign language. Peter states that because writing is a
complex skill involves many processes and abilities, problem can arise

4

Donn Bryne, Teaching Writing Skills (London and New York:
Longman, 1988), p.2
5
David Nunan, Practical English Language Teaching (New York:
McGraw hall, 2005), p. 98
6
Penny Ur, A Course In Language Teaching: Practice And Theory
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), p. 70
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for some students. 7 This means that several students have difficulties
in writing because they have to mastery of multiple skills in a
balanced way between process and ability. According to Harmer that
the most eloquent authors in their own language still need time to
create ideas and arrangement what they will write.8 This will be a big
case also for students who study English as a foreign language, most
students have difficulty learning vocabulary in English, which is why
students have difficulty expressing ideas and opinion in writing.
Based on preliminary research on November, 10th 2020 the
researcher conducted at SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo, the researcher find
that the student has difficulties in writing especially analytical
exposition text. The students are confused on making arguments in
writing analytical exposition text, the student still face difficulties in
mastering writing. In the priliminary research the researcher find
several troubles that caused the students’ writing ability still low such
as: the students had a lack of vocabulary and they had difficulty
expressing ideas and opinions. Meanwhile, they are lazy to bring
dictionary. Then, the students are indolent to attend the lesson and did
not pay concern to the teacher’s explanation the material. In addition,
the teacher said that he employ contextual teaching and learning
method to teaching writing. She said that students’ ability to write
analytical exposition text was still low.9 This can be seen in the table
of the students’ score of English:
Table 1
Students’ Score of Writing at Eleventh Grade of SMK Ma’Arif
Sukoharjo in the Academic Year 2020/2021
No
Score
Class
XI TBSM
XI TKJ
XI MM
1
≥ 70
8
8
7
2
< 70
20
22
21
Total
7

Peter Westood, What Teacher Need to Know about Reading and
Writing Difficulties. (Australia: Accer Press, 2008), p. 56
8
Jeremy Harmer, op.cit, p. 87
9
Ratna Fatmasari, Interview to English Teacher, SMK Ma’Arif
Sukoharjo November 10th 2020, unpublished
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Tota
23
63
86

4
Source: The score for English teacher of SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo
From the data in the table 1, this can be seen from students of the
eleventh grade of SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo, there were 23 students in
passed category (get <70 score) and there were 63 students failed
category (get score <70). It can be concluded that the students’
achievement in learning writing especially analytical exposition text is
relatively low because the Minimum Completeness Criteria (KKM) at
SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo is 70.
Based on the preliminary research in SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo on
November, 10th 2020 by interview the students, the researcher find
several troubles on learning English especially writing analytical
exposition text. The trouble is caused by the difficulty of expressing
ideas on writing. This is because they find it difficult to choose the
right vocabulary for their writing. In addition to students' writing skills
which are still relatively low, students also have low motivation and
are not interested in doing assignment during the teaching and
learning process because writing activities are not in demand. The
research etc gets information that the teacher used contextual teaching
and learning method in teaching process. This means that the
technique is not suitable to be applied in the classroom, because
writing is the most difficult skills for students, and the teacher must
have other techniques in teaching writing so that students can more
easily understand the activities of the learning process of writing, with
interesting technique, students will understand well.
From the difficulties of teacher and students’, the teacher does
not use interesting technique in teaching writing. The teacher employs
contextual teaching and learning method to teach analytical exposition
writing. Contextual teaching and learning method less effective, it is
all the thinking process, not about product or performance for students
and teacher focuses on the theory or material, ultimately making
student less interesting in learning to write and students unable to
convey ideas in writing.
The contextual teaching and learning method, it is very difficult
to know whether all students have understood what was explained or
not all students have the ability to listen well. According to Hyland,
the teacher has important function in students’ writing process to help

5
students develop strategies to generate, organize and refine ideas.10
This means that the teacher as facilitators needs suitable methods,
techniques or strategy to overcome students’ difficulties in writing. It
can help students to think effortlessly and get goals to generate ideas.
Based on the description above, to overcome this trouble the
teacher must be able to find ways in the teaching and learning,
particularly writing analytical exposition text, so that the students can
have fun, concern and as well confront with the material.In this case,
the researcher uses the small-group discussion method to motivate
students, with small-group discussion method we can free students to
generate their ideas.
Ernest stated that small-group discussion allow members of each
group to declare a topic or idea for group discussion surrounded by
participants.11 Discussion allows the exchange of ideas in a group
context under the direction of a presenter. Small-group discussions
were conducted by dividing the students into several groups. The
number of group members between 3-5 people.12 The purpose of
small-group discussion is to supply and distribute information on a
specific topic and consider and evaluate the information for supported
evidence to reach an agreement on general conclusions. In addition,
small-group discussion method students are able to divide in sequence
and experience in solve the problem. Small-group discussion is a
method to build teaching writing especially analytical exposition text
that are additional effective and make students active in teaching and
learning process.
There are previous reserach showing that small-group discussion
is an effective method to be applied in the class, especially in writing.
The first has conducted by Khusnu Amalia about “The Use of SmallGroup Discussion in Teaching Written Procedure Text at the Tenth
10

Ken Hyland, Second Language Writing, (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2003), p. 2
11
Ernest W. Brewer, 13 Proven Ways to Get Your Message Across.
The Essential Reference for Teachers, Trainers, Presenters, and Speakers
(California: Corwin Press, Inc., 1997), p. 22
12
Wina Sanjaya, Strategy Pembelajaran Berorientasi Standar Proses
Pendidikan (Edisi Pertama) (Jakarta: Kencana, 2006), p. 149
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Graders of SMA Islam Sultan Agung 3 Semarang in the Academic
Year of 2008/2009”. It was found that small-group discussion it could
be use as the method in teaching English writing which was carried
out by using experimental research.13
Second, previous research by Yusuf Efendi about “The Influence
of Using Small-Group Discussion towards Students’ Descriptive Text
Writing Ability at the First Semester of the Tenth Grade of SMA
Hidayatul Muslihin Way Kanan in the Academic Year of 2016/2017”.
The researcher design was quasi experimental design. The results of
the study have a significant effect on ability to write descriptive text
using small group discussion. 14 It can be concluded that teaching
English writing using small-group discussion is effective.
There are several differences and similarities between previous
researcher and researcher’ research. In the first previous study above,
the researcher used small-group discussion in teaching writing
procedure text. The researcher has been done at SMA Islam Sultan
Agung 3 Semarang. In the second previous research above has been
done at SMA Hidayatul Muslihin Way Kanan and the material was
about descriptive text. Temporarily, researcher in this research was
use small--group discussion method in teaching writing as an
experimental research design and the material is about analytical
exposition text.
Based on the explanation above, the researcher was deliberate to
employ small-group discussion method in teaching analytical
exposition text to assist the students in learning process. Hence, this
research is entitled, “The Influence of Using Small-Group Discussion
towards Students’ Writing Analytical Exposition Text Ability of the
eleventh grade of SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo in the academic year of
2020/2021.
13

Khusnu Amalia, The Use of Small Group Discussion in Teaching
Written Procedure Text (English Department Faculty of Language and Arts
Semarang State University, 2009)
14
Yusuf Efendi, The Influence of Using Small Group Discussion
Towards Students Descriptive Text Writing Ability at the First Semester of
the Tenth Grade of SMA Hidayatul Muslihin Way Kanan in the Academic
Year of 2016/1017 (Tarbiyah and Teacher Training Faculty State Islamic
University Raden Intan Lampung, 2017)

7

B.

Identification of the Problem
Based on the research background above, the researcher
identified the following problem:
1. The students’ writing ability was still low.
2. The students have difficulty conveying and generating ideas
in writing texts.
3. The students lack motivation in making written text.
4. The teacher’s technique was still less attractive.

C. Limitation of the Problem
Based on the background and identification of the problem
above, the researcher focuses on the Influence of using SmallGroup Discussion Method toward students’ Writing Analytical
Exposition Text Ability at the Second Semester of Eleventh grade
of SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo in the Academic Year of 2020/2021.
D. Formulation of the Problem
Based on the background above, the problems that come up in
this research formulated as follows: Is there any Influence of
Using Small-Group Discussion Method towards Students’
Writing Analytical Exposition Text Ability at the Second
Semester of Eleventh grade of SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo in the
Academic Year of 2020/2021.
E.

Objective of the Research
The objective of the research to know whether there is an
Influence of Using Small-Group Discussion Method towards
Students’ Writing Analytical Exposition Text Ability at the
Second Semester of Eleventh grade of SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo
in the Academic Year of 2020/2021.

F.

Significant of the Research
a. Theoretically: The results of this study to support by previous
theories about the ability to teach writing using small-group
discussion method in the teaching and learning process.
7
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b. Practically :
1. For students eleventh grade of SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo
in the academic year of 2020/2021 has the opportunity to
improve their ability to write analytical exposition text
using small-group discussion method.
2. For English teachers, they can apply the method
suggested in result of this study to achieve the objectives
of teaching and learning to write using small-group
discussion. Furthermore, the result of this study can be
used by teacher recover and enhance the quality of
classroom writing learning.
3. For the readers, this method is expected to provide some
knowledge to improve students’ analytical exposition text.
4. For the other researchers who behavior the research
studies on the relevant topic, this research can be source.
G. Scope of the Research
1. Subject of the research
The subject of the research was the students at eleventh grade
of SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo.
2. Object of the research
The object of the research was using the students’ writing
ability by small-group discussion method on analytical
exposition.
3. Place of the research
The research was conducted at SMK Ma’Arif Sukoharjo.
4. Time of the research
The research was conducted in the second semester of
2020/2021.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURES
A. Teaching English as a Foreign Language
English is one of the most widely used international language. It
has to all parts of the world and has important responsibilities in
global communication. We can talk others or exchange our feeling,
knowledge or thoughts. There are many people in the world,
especially in Indonesia, there they are more people who cannot speak
English than there are people who can speak English as the first
foreign language in Indonesia, and English is qualified from primary
school to University. Consequently, English language teachings have
a significant role in civilizing language skill.
According to Setiyadi, the Teaching English as a foreign
language is different from English as a second language, although
both refer to the target language.1 This is because when the second
language English is used in social life, it is usually regarded as an
unconscious process, such as Malaysia and India, while learning a
foreign language refers to the process of consciously acquiring a
language (learning). Because Indonesian language learners use
English not for daily communication needs, but just to focus on
learning English in school.
Broughton said that in other parts of the world, English as a
foreign language is often widely considered in schools, but it does not
play a significant role in national or social life.2 English as a foreign
language means that where the teachers are teaching students from a
country where English is not the language of its citizen. For example,
in Indonesia, students are taught English in Indonesia would fall into
this category. While in social life does not play a necessary role at the
national level. Setiyadi‟s support is that English is actually a foreign

1

Ag Bambang Setiyadi, Teaching English as a Foreign Language,
(Yogyakarta: GrahaIlmu, 2006), p.28
2
Geoffrey Broughton, et.al., Teaching English as a Foreign
Language (2nd Ed) (New York: Routledge, 1980),p.6
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language for Indonesian language, because English is proficient in
school and people do not speak this language in society. 3
According to Broughton, teaching shows someone to learn how
to do something, provides support courses, instructions, guides some
research, provides knowledge, and understands what someone has
learned. It is a process to make you. 4 English teacher may need to
create real-world states that can be used to support the teaching and
learning process to facilities students with the ability to use English
naturally for communication.
In other words, Brown stated that it is an educational guide and
facilitate learning, enable the learner to learn, surroundings the
situation for learning. 5 This means that teachers as facilitator in
teaching a foreign language help students create a comfortable and
good environment for learning process. Good conditions support a
more effective teaching learning process.
Based on the explanation above, the researcher concluded that
English is not the most important language and that when teaching
English as a foreign language, the teacher must help and guide
students to improve their teaching materials. In other words, the
teacher as facilitators must be able to provide superior methods,
strategies or technique in the teaching and learning process. Thus, that
at the end of teaching activities, students will be able to understand the
subject for which they are qualified.
B.
1.

Concept of Writing
Definition of Writing
Writing is a way to communicating with others person beyond
listening, reading and speaking. George said that writing is defined as
the symbolic expression of language through the use of graphical
signs.6 This means that writing is the demonstration of language
through a text with signs or symbols. According to Hyland, writing is
3

Ag Bambang Setiyadi, Op.Cit, p. 22
H. Douglas Brown, Principle of Language Learning and Teaching:
Fourth Edition (New York: Addition Wesley Longman, 2000), p. 7
5
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6
George Yule, The Study of Language (4thed) (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2010), p. 212
4
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a way to share says personal meaning, and writing classes emphasize
the power of the individual to form their opinion on a topic.7 It is
means that writing is a process of dividing individual meanings and a
way in which people convey information and give their point of view
on a subject in text form. Harmer states:
“Although writing actually began a long time ago, it remained a
minority occupation for most of it is history. This is in partly
because although almost all humans grow up speaking their first
language (and sometimes a second or third language), writing
need to be taught.”8
In addition, Nunan stated that writing is the thought process of
generating an idea, thinking about how to express it in good writing,
and organizing the ideas into a clear statement and paragraphs.9 This
means that writing is a process by which someone expresses their
ideas on paper in written form and in writing activity people already
know what to say and how to express their ideas. When we write, we
must understand and realize the ideas that will be expressed in our
writing.
Jozsef says that writing is one of the most complex human
activities. It involves the development of design ideas, capturing the
mental representation of the subject‟s knowledge and experience.10
That means, writing is interrelated activities, including increasing of
design ideas, capturing the spiritual expression of knowledge and
generating themes.
The last Beth means and lindy Lindner states that writing is
thinking on paper, but trying to write and think at the same time is
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Ken Hyland, Second Language Writing (1st Ed) (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2003), p. 9
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Franca C sport, 2001), p.5
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very difficult.11 This means that writing is expressing ideas on paper,
but drafting and thinking at the same time is not easy. According to
Mark Connelly writing takes places in writer‟s goals. 12 This means
that the writing is based on the author‟s goals, such as explaining
ideas, answering questions, completing tasks, sharing ideas, or
motivating readers.
Based on the definition above, it can be concluded that writing is
written presentation intended to convey information from the writer to
the reader according to the writer‟s goals including knowledge of
grammar, punctuation, and sentence structure to make it easier for
readers to understand the topic. Writing is difficult for students to
draft and come up with their ideas in writing form, but it is an
important thought that students must memorize.
2.

Writing Ability
Many people said that writing is difficult skill. It is because this
skill cannot achieve in short time. The difficulties since the writer
must attention some aspects like content, grammatical, vocabulary,
and others. It is also strengthened by Raimes stat that writing
reinforces grammatical structures, idioms, and vocabulary that have
been teaching our students. 13 According to Heaton writing skills are
complex and sometimes difficult to teach, requiring mastery not only
of grammatical and rhetorical device but also of conceptual and judge
mental elements. 14 It indicates that to create good written work, the
students should pay attention in their writing ability.
The following analysis attempts to group the many and varied
skills necessary for writing good prose into five general component or
main areas. They are as follow:
a. Language use: the ability to write correct and appropriate
sentence.
11

Beth Means and Lindy Lidner, Teaching Writing in the Middle
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b. Mechanical skills: the ability to use correctly those
conventions peculiar to the written language –e.g.
punctuation, spelling;
c. Treatment of content: the ability to think creatively and
develop thoughts, excluding all irrelevant information;
d. Stylistic skills: the ability to manipulate sentences and
paragraphs and use language effectively;
e. Judgments skills: the ability to write in an appropriate manner
for a particular purpose with a particular audience in mind,
together with an ability to select, organize and order relevant
information.15
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that we must
have ability to write. The ability to write is the ability to communicate
our thoughts or manner in writing form that fulfill five components
mention above. The reader can get information from the writer
something that is explained in writing form.
3.

Aspect of Writing
Writing is one of the language skills has particular an important
involvement to human work. Jordan states that writing as the method
of human inter-communication by means of conventionally visible
marks.16 It means that writing is a permanent record as a form
expression and as a means of communication. Writing has some
components that must be attended. Tribble states there are five scoring
criteria for scoring of writing, they are:
a. Content (the ability to think creatively and develop thoughts)
b. Organization (the ability to write in appropriate manner)
c. Vocabulary (the ability to use word/idiom)
d. Language (the ability to write in appropriate structure)

15

Ibid,
Ashok Sapkota, “Developing Students‟ Writing Skills Through
Peer and Teacher Correction: An Action Research“, Journal of NELTA Vol.
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e. Mechanics (the ability to use punctuation, capitalization,
spelling and layout correctly). 17
Writing ability is one of the most important skills that must be
mastered. If we are able to write well, it means we are able to
communicate effectively. The reader can get the information from the
writer about something explained through writing.
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that writing
ability is an ability to communicate or express idea and thoughts to
create something on written form which fulfills five aspect of writing
includes content, organization, vocabulary, language, and mechanics.
4.

Writing Process
Nunan states that the process writing approach involves the
process-steps necessary to produce a good quality final piece of
writing.18It means the purpose of process writing is to produce a good
final portion of writing. Writing also is use for evidently something
during written form. The students include to follow the steps to create
their writing is well. Harmer classified that the writing process has
four elements, they are: planning (pre-writing), drafting, editing
(reflecting and revising), and final version.
1. Planning
Experienced researcher plan what they are going to write. Before
starting to write or type, they try and decide what it is they are
going to say. For some researcher this may involve making detail
notes. When planning, researcher have to think about three main
issues. In the first, place, they have to consider the purpose of
their writing, the audience they are writing for, and the content
structure of the specie.
2. Drafting
We can refer to the first version of a piece of writing as a draft.
This first „go‟ at a text is often done on assumption that it will be
amended later. As the writing process proceeds into editing, a
number of drafts may be product on the way the final version.
17
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3.

Editing (Reflecting and Revising)
Once researcher has produced a draft they then, usually, read
thought what they have written to see where it works and where it
doesn‟t.

4.

Final version
Once researcher has edited their draft, making the changes they
consider to be necessary, they produce their final version.19
Based on the statement above, the researcher concluded that
writing has four stages which include: the first step is planning, in this
step the writer decide about topic that will be poured in writing. The
second is drafting, it is process which the writer construct the concept
of ideas in the draft. Then the third process is editing or revising, in
editing process the writer can deleting, change, modify or reorganize
their idea in drafting. And the last is final version.
5.

Teaching Writing
According to Harmer, the reason for teaching writing to students
of English as a foreign language include reinforcement, language,
development, learning style and most importantly writing as a skill in
its own right.20 That means there are four reasons for teaching writing
based on Harmer. The first is writing reinforcement, its means that
after the students have considered new language they try to
reinforcement with write sentences in new language. The second is
writing for language development that‟s means by writing students
develops their English as a foreign language. Third, writing for
learning style that means use words to convey and receive
information. The last writing as a skill it is because writing is skill
students require to know how to read a letter, genres, and other.
Graves said that teaching writing would also enable our students
to have a better knowledge and awareness for the new language they
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were using.21 That means is teach writing to students it can improve
their writing skill in English as a foreign language by practice write in
new language.
Based on the explanation above it can concluded that there are
four reasons teach writing the first is to reinforcement, language
development, learning style and writing as skill should know by the
learners who learn English. It is also enable students to be better in
their knowledge especially in writing.
6.

Approaches in Teaching Writing
According to Harmer, there are approaches in teaching writing as
follows:
a. Process and Product
In the teaching of writing we can either focus on product of
that writing or on the writing process itself. When
concentrated on the product, we are orally interested in the
aim of task in the end product. As we shall see bellow, a
consideration of written genre has a lot in common with a
product approach to writing, i.e an approach with value the
construction of the-end product as the main this to be focused
on (rather that the process of writing itself).
b. Genre
A lot within a discourse community in very genre bound. In
other words, writers frequently construct their writing so that
the people within that discourse community will instantly
understand what kind of writing it is. We know what an
advertisement in when we see it, we recognize poetry formats
and we know what a formal letter should look like. Genre
represents the norms of different kind of writing.
c. Creative writing
The term creative writing suggests imaginative tasks, such as
writing poetry, stories and plays. Such as activities have a
number of features to recommend them. Chief among these is
that the end result is often felt to be some kind of
21
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achievement and that „most people feel pride in their work
and want it to be read‟. This sense of achievement is
significantly more marked for creative writing than for other
more standard written products.
d. Writing as a cooperative activity
Although many people in their personal lives write on their
own, weather at home or at work, in language classes
teachers and students can take advantage of the presence of
others to make writing a cooperative activity, with great
benefit to all those involved. In one example of such an
approach, group writing allowed the lecturer to give more
detailed and constructive feedback since she dealing with a
small number of group, rather than many individual students.
e. Building the writing habit
Building the writing habit can be done with a range of
activities. We can promote instant writing by dictating half a
sentence which the students have to complete. We can get
them to write three don‟t sentences for a new school. We can
get students to respond to music by writing what words or
scenes a piece of music suggests, or by describing the film
scene a piece of music might accompany. They can write
about how a piece of music makes them feel or write stories
that the music „tells them to write‟.
f. Writing for learning and writing for writing
Writing the learning is the kind of writing we do to help
students learn language or to test them on that language. The
same is true when we get them to write (say for test) four
sentence about what they wish about the present and the past.
When we ask students to design a good magazine
advertisement, however we are doing this so that they may
become good at writing advertisement. When we get them to
write a narrative text, it is their ability to write a story that
counts, not just their use of the past tense. 22
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Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that there
are some approaches in teaching writing. They are process and
product, genre, creative writing, writing as a cooperative activity,
building the writing habit, and writing for learning and writing for
writing. The researcher will be use creative writing and writing as a
cooperative activity for approaches in teaching writing. Creative
writing for students writing analytical exposition to express arguments
that are in students‟ thinking, while writing as a cooperative activity is
for students to study in small group.
C. The Concept of Text
1. Definition of Text
Language is always produced, exchanged or received as text, that
is, language as a system of communication is organized as cohesive
units we call texts. 23 The definitions mentioned by Peter Knapp and
Megan Watkins in their book “Genre, Text Grammar Technologies
for Teaching and Assessing Writing”. In the different word but still in
the some meaning. Siahaan and Shinoda said that a text is a
meaningful linguistic unit in a contexts, it is both a spoken text and
written texts.24 Furthermore, the definition of text can be found in
Oxford Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary. The definitions of the text are:
a. Main printer part of a book.
b. Original words of a speaker, author, etc.
c. Book, play, etc that is studied.25
Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that a text is
an original word of something written, printed, or spoken which is
produced creatively and systematically by individuals in order to give
explanation or only description about something.
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2.

Type of Text
According to English syllabus for senior high school there are
many kinds of text are taught in senior high school. There are thirteen
types of text as follow:
1. Descriptive
To describe in vivid sensory detail and to express individual
feeling such as people, places, things.
2. Procedure
To present basic information clearly and tells the reader how
to do something or describes how something is done.
3. Narrative
To tell what happens, real or imaginary, to put in time
sequence.26
4. Spoof
Spoof is a text to retell an event with humorous twist.
5. Recount
Recount is a text to retell an event of self experience for
informing or entertaining.
6. Report
Report is text to describe the way things are with reference to
a range of natural, made and social phenomena in our
environment.
7. Analytical Exposition
Analytical exposition is a text to persuade the reader or
listener that something in the case.
8. News Item
News item is a text to inform readers, listener or viewers
about events of the day which are considered new worthy or
important.
9. Anecdote
Anecdote is a text to share with others an account of an
unusual or, amusing incident.
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10. Hortatory Exposition
Hortatory exposition is a text to persuade the reader or
listener that something or should not be the case.
11. Explanation
Explanation text is a text to explain the processes involved in
the formation or workings of natural or socio cultural
phenomena.
12. Discussion
Discussion text is a text to present (at least) two points of
view about an issues.
13. Reviews
Review is a text to critique an art work or event for a public
audience.27
Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that the
kinds of the text above must be mastered by the students in writing for
increase the students writing ability. The researcher only focuses of
analytical exposition text. Because, the researcher measures the ability
of students in writing an argument about something or phenomena.
D. Concept of Analytical Exposition Text
1. The Definition of Analytical Exposition Text
Analytical exposition text is a text elaborates the writer idea
about the phenomenon surrounding. 28 An analytical exposition is a
type of spoken or written text that is intended to persuade the listeners
or readers that something is the case. 29 Analytical exposition text is a
text which discuss about something that happen in society. 30 The
27
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researcher was given the opinion about the phenomenon that will be
discussed. The purpose of an analytical exposition text is a persuade
the readers or listener by presenting one side of an argument. To make
the persuasion stronger, the speaker or writers was given some
arguments as the fundamental reasons why something is the case. This
type of text can be found in scientific books, journals, magazines,
newspaper articles, academic speech or lecturer, research report etc.
2. Generic Structure of Analytical Exposition Text
According to Gerot and Wignell, the generic structures of
analytical exposition text are thesis, arguments and reiteration. 31 The
generic of analytical exposition text as follows:
a. Thesis
Thesis is use for introducing topic and indicates the writer‟s
position. Besides, thesis it also used as the outline of the main
argument, to be presented.
b. Argument
The use of argument is to restate main argument outlined in
preview. It consists of elaboration, development, and support
to each point of argument.
c. Reiteration
It is usually used for restating the writer‟s position and to
conclude the whole argument.
Based on the explanation above, the researcher concludes that
analytical exposition text three essential parts, namely the generic
structure which consists of thesis, argument and reiteration.
3.

Grammatical Features of Analytical Exposition Text
The analytical exposition have grammatical features, they are:
a. Focus on generic human and non-human participant.
b. Use of simple present tense. This tense is used because it
shows the events that exist now, in the past and in the future.
c. Use of relational processes to express the cause and effect
event.
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d. Use of internal conjunction is to stage the argument and to
show the series of argument that contain more than on
argument.
e. Reasoning through causal conjunction or normalization. 32
The example of Analytical Exposition Text as follow:
Table 2
The example of Analytical Exposition Text
Corruption and Indonesian Culture
Corruption has happened for many years and
Thesis
today it becomes a bad culture in Indonesia for
three reasons.
Argument 1 Most adult Indonesian or foreigners have
known and admitted that‟s corruptions happed
in many places. The daily newspaper, news
programs on TV and radio have reported
corruptions are done everywhere, almost in all
departments or public services of this country.
Corruptions happen in health, education
departments and banks. When we manage to get
some documents in public service offices, we
usually need much money to pay.
Manipulations happen everywhere.
Argument 2 The actions to eliminate corruption are weak.
The ever stronger culture seems not to come to
an end when the responsible institutions who
have to reinforce the justice today commit
corruption. This is the worst. Corruptions
happen in police department, courts where
judges, public prosecutors, lawyers make deals
to do corruption. All of us also heard in the end
of 2004, Probosutejo reported that he had
Suoreme Court, or called Mahkamah Agung
which becomes the highest level where the
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Argument 3

Reiteration

E.

justice can be obtained. Perhaps you have to try
to come to the local courts and see what happen
there. You will see practices of bribery and
other kinds of corruption. Therefore, we can
stay that corruptions becomes our culture. Do
you like it?
The citizens have no good will to fight against
the corruption. They create the situations in
which people have opportunities to do
corruptions. The citizens like to break the rules
because they are not disciplined. For example,
in the street when they drive a car or ride
motorcycle, they do not have the driving license
or necessary documents. Then, they are caught
by the local policemen. To avoid more
difficulties, they like to bribe the officer. The
officer let them go then. In other words, the
citizens and officers are the same, doing
corruption together. If only the people were
critical, disciplined, and obey the rules, and
willing to report any wrong behaviors, this
country will not be number one corrupting
country in the world.
In conclusion, corruption is becoming a bad
culture in Indonesia if it is not ended soon by all
of us. It seems that there must be more severe
penalty for the corruptors. Do we still care
about the future of this country?

Concept of Analytical Exposition Text Writing Ability
The written productive skill is called writing. 33 It is the skill of a
writer to communicate information to reader or group of readers. That
means writing is one of language skill which is used to express the
ideas, to share information to other readers through written form. The
33
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one type of writing is analytical exposition text. Analytical exposition
text is a type of written text that is intended persuades the readers that
something is the case.34 To make the persuasion stronger, the written
give some arguments as the fundamental reasons why something is the
case. This type of the text can be found in scientific book, journals,
magazines, newspaper articles, academic speech or lecture, research
report etc. the generic structure of analytical exposition text usually
has three components: thesis, arguments, and reiteration or
conclusion. In other word, analytical exposition text is a text
elaborates the writer‟s idea about the phenomenon surrounding. Its
social function is to persuade the reader that the idea or topic is an
important matter.
Writing has components that must be mastered by the writer to
get a good writing. In writing analytical exposition text ability, the
writer expresses the arguments of the text not only to keep attention
about generic structure and grammatical features of analytical
exposition text, but the writer also have to keep attention about five
aspects of writing that will be the assessment of writing.
Based on the explanation above, the researcher concludes that
writing analytical exposition text ability is the students to make
arguments as the fundamental reasons why something is the case. In
written form whose generic structure consist of thesis, arguments and
reiteration to give information to the readers which fulfills the criteria
of a good writing including content, organization, vocabulary,
language use, and mechanics.
F.
1.

Concept of Small-Group Discussion Method
Definition of Small-Group Discussion Method
A simple and effective method of involving students is known as
small-group discussion. 35 According to Baker, small-group itself is
three or more people interacting face to face, with a leader who is
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assigned to organize the course of the discussion properly. 36 Smallgroup discussion provides opportunities for student initiation, for face
to face give and take, for practice in negotiation of meaning, for
extended conversational exchanges, for student adoption of roles that
would otherwise be impossible. 37 Small-group discussion refers to
interacting in a face-to-face situation so they do the dialog, not only
with teacher but also with other learners. Interaction is the
collaborative exchange of thoughts, feelings, or ideas between two or
more people, resulting in a reciprocal effect on each other. 38 Students
can share conversation discussion in group and exchange of their idea.
According to Ernest, small-group discussion allows presenters to
announce a topic or idea for group discussion among participants. 39 It
means that small-group discussion is groups lead by a person in
charge or presenter to discuss a topic or problem. Discussion allows
for an interchange of ideas inside the context of a group under the
course of a presenter.
According to Brown and Atkins, in small-group discussion the
lecturer sets a problem or a discussion topic and invites the student to
form groups of three or four who discuss or solve the problem set. 40 It
means that small-group discussion is a process where the students
separated into small group to confer a topic or problem. Small-group
discussion refers to interact in a face to face position thus they achieve
the dialog, not only with teacher but also with other learners.
Small-group discussion without good classroom organization
may be totality ineffective. The arrangement of furniture I the
classroom is probably the single most important factor in determining
36
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the success of the tutorial. 41 Nunan points out that setting in the
classroom is important.42 Consequently, the objective setting is a
significant element of successful small group discussion.
According to Breen and Candlin, the teacher has three main roles
in the communicative classroom. The first is to act as facilitator for
the communicative process, the second is to act as participant, and the
third is to act as an observer and learner. 43 According to Brown, the
teachers‟ roles may change from controller, director, manager,
facilitator, and resource.44
Based on the explanation above, it can be fulfilled that smallgroup discussion is a teaching method where the students work in
group discussion to solve the problem through a discussion process.
2.

Procedure Using Small-Group Discussion
Small-group discussions have many steps to be done for making
this method easier. According to Ernest, there are some procedure of
small-group discussion, they are:45
1. Introduction
The teacher introduces and explains more the material on which
all of the students have some background knowledge so they
have a basis for discussion. Then, the teacher gives an instruction
to the students at the beginning of the discussion.
2. Directing the discussion
The presenter is in charge of charge of directing the discussion to
get it started. The students report their own discussion on the
piece of paper that is provided by the teacher and presents the
result of their discussion in their own group first and to other
groups. The other members of groups clarify, give opinion or
comment and criticized. The presenter should ask the participants
41
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if they have questions about the topic at hand. The presenter
should try to keep control of the discussion, yet not dominate it.
Once the discussion begins, questions are essential in keeping the
discussion moving.
3. Summarizing the discussion
A final summary is essential at the end of the discussion.
Conclusions should be recorded on the chalkboard so all can see
them.46
Considering those the problem the researcher will concludes the
procedure of teaching writing analytical exposition text using group
discussion were follow:
1. The teacher explains Small-Group Discussion Method and the
procedure of Small-Group Discussion.
2. Divide the learners into small groups.
3. The size of the groups should be worked out in relation to the
total number of students in the class.
4. The teacher was given the topic to be discussed.
5. Ask the learners to decide a group leader and a secretary of each
group.
The leader will give motivations the learners in groups to convey
their ideas in the group freely. The secretary was written the
report of each member.
6. The students will start a 15-20 minutes for discussion. The
students was discuss topic about analytical exposition text in a
group from the topic given the teacher. All students from each
group were made a thesis, arguments, and reiteration from the
topic given the teacher.
7. When the time has ended, the teacher called the secretary of each
other to report the result.
8. At the end, each student was asked to summarize the result of
discussion. The teacher and students collectively collect the
material that has been studied.

46
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3.

Procedure of Teaching Analytical Exposition Text Using
Small-Group Discussion Method
Small-group discussion has many steps to be done for making
this method easier. Based on the statement from Ernest,47 the
researcher concludes that the step or procedures of teaching writing
analytical exposition text by using Small-Group Discussion Method
are as follow:
a. Introduction
In this activity, the researcher was explained more to the students
about analytical exposition text, until they have an origin. The
researcher was given information about the method and steps of
small-group discussion. Students require understanding to do
before discussion activities. The researcher was given an
instruction to the students before the discussion begins. The
researcher was form of small-group consisting of 3-6 people, and
every group is asked to choose a leader or a presenter. The
number of members of group depends on the number of students
overall. These small-groups should have room to sit either
opposite each other or in a surround which will enhance the
discussion. The researcher was arranging seats in a group before.
After that, the teacher was given the same topic for discussing to
the students in a group discussion.
b. Directing the discussion
In this activity, the student was discussed the topic about
analytical exposition text in a small-group discussion. All
students from each group was maked a thesis, argument, and
reiteration from the topic given the researcher. Through the
writing, the student was discussed with each other how to help
and share information in writing analytical exposition text.
Through discussion activities, the researcher should observe the
group discussion to make sure that all members of group write
analytical exposition text and participate in their own discussions
and pick up information about students‟ progress. Then, the
students was reported their analytical exposition text on the piece
of paper and presents the result of their discussion in their own
47
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group first and to the other group through instruction from the
presenters. The other member was clarified, gives opinion or
comment and criticized. The presenters should ask the
participants if they have questions about the topic at hand.
Opinions and comments of other groups were help students to fix
their analytical exposition text.
c. Summarizing the discussion
After discussion activities, the students and the researcher were
make a summary about the topic that has been discussed.
Based on the statement from Ernest, the researcher classifies that
the step or procedures of teaching writing analytical exposition text by
using Group Discussion Method into 3 parts, they are: 48
a. Pre-activity
1. The researcher explains the learning objectives and basic
competencies to be achieved.
2. The researcher determines the material which is taught to the
students, that is analytical exposition text.
3. The researcher explains the method to be used, that is smallgroup discussion method.
b. Main-activity
1. The researcher was explained more to the students about
analytical exposition text.
2. The researcher was given information about the method and
steps of small-group discussion.
3. The researcher was form of small-group consisting of 3-6
people, and every group is asked to choose a leader,
moderator or a presenter and secretary.
4. The researcher given the same topic for discussing to the
students in a group discussion.
5. The researcher was discussed the topic about analytical
exposition text in a group discussion. All students from each
group were make a thesis, argument, and reiteration from the
topic given the researcher.
6. One of the students in a group was reported their analytical
exposition text on the piece of paper and presents the result
48
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c.

of their discussion in their own group first and to the other
group through instruction from the presenters.
7. The teacher requires each student in the group to make a
question. Then, selected some of the most interesting
questions according to the group. After that, exchange
questions with other groups. Then, discuss and answer
questions from other groups in their respective groups.
8. The other member of the group was clarified, gives opinion
or comment and criticized. The presenters should ask the
participants if they have questions about the topic at hand.
Opinions and comments of other groups were help students
to fix their analytical exposition text.
Post-activity
After discussion activities, the students and the teacher were
make a summary about the topic that has been discussed.

4.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Small-Group
Discussion
Small-group discussion is one of kind discussion method.
According to Ernest, the advantages and disadvantages of small-group
discussion are:
a. Advantages of Small-Group Discussion Method
1. All participants in the group can participate.
2. It is a good way to get participants interested in a topic.
3. Participants may more easily understand another participant‟s
explanation than a presenter‟s explanation.
4. The presenter can identify participants who needed assistance.
5. The presenter can identify individual opinions about the topic.
6. It helps the participant see relationships among ideas or
concepts related to the topic at hand.
b.

Disadvantages of Small-Group Discussion Method
1. It is time-consuming. Requires a fairly long time, which is
sometimes not as planned like widespread discussion on topic.
2. Some participants in the group may do all the talking.
3. It involves less presenter involvement than other methods.
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4. The discussion can easily get off track. 49
From the explanation above it can be concluded the small-group
discussion still have several weaknesses. To solve of problem that the
small-group discussion that runs well (directed/focused) is assisted by
someone who can facilitate the other participants called moderators or
leaders. The moderator or leader must pay attention to the
involvement of his group members, must not take sides, or allow
certain people to monopolize the discussion and ensure that everyone
has enough opportunity to speak, and group members feel comfortable
sharing and expressing their opinions or thoughts. The moderator must
also listen to the discussion as well as possible while observing the
time and direct the conversation that it can move smoothly and on
time that all issue can be fully discussed.
G. Concept of Contextual Teaching and Learning Method
1. Definition of Contextual Teaching and Learning Method
According to Johnson, Contextual Teaching and Learning (CTL)
method is systems that stimulate the brain to weave patterns that
express meaning. CTL method is the brain-compatible system of
instruction that generates meaning by linking academic content with
the context of a student‟s daily life.50 It can be conclude that the
correlation between academic content and the context of a student‟s
daily life can be generated by brain that use CTL method system.
In Addition, Contextual Teaching and Learning (CTL) method
enables students to connect the content of academic subjects with the
immediate context of their daily lives to discover meaning. 51 It means
that CTL method is a manner that used by the teachers in their
teaching that make their students able to connect their content of
matter with the context of their daily lives. Then, David said that
because everyone‟s brain is unique and because people are smart in
different ways, CTL method encourages young people to make as
49
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many kinds of connections as possible.52 It means that CTL method
helps the people that have unique brain to make many connections in
their life. It makes the people to have many possibilities that useful for
them, such as in their working, society, and study. Furthermore, Susan
Sears argued that Contextual Teaching and Learning (CTL) method is
a concept that helps teachers relates subject matter to real world
situations. CTL method motivates learners to take charge of their own
learning and to make connections between knowledge and its
applications to the various contexts of their lives: as family members,
as citizens, and as workers. 53
Besides that, Berns and Erickson said that CTL method is a
concept of teaching and learning that helps teachers relate subject
matter content to real world situation and motivates students to make
connections between knowledge and its applications to their lives as
family members, citizens and workers.54 It can be conclude that CTL
method is very important in the process of teaching and learning. CTL
method can help the teachers in their teaching. Besides that, CTL
method gives the motivations to the students in their learning.
Related to the Contextual Teaching and Learning (CTL) method,
it can be concluded that CTL method is a system or concept that
connect the content of academic subject with the context of daily
lives. CTL method helps the teachers to relate the subject matter to
real world situation and motivates the students to make connection
between their knowledge to the various contexts of their lives: as
family members, as citizens, and as workers. CTL method as a
concept that helps the teachers and students relates the meaning
through prior and new knowledge to get new understanding.
2. Procedure of Teaching Writing
through
Contextual
Teaching and Learning Method
According to Robert, there are some procedures of contextual
teaching and learning, they are:
52
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a.

b.

Pre-activity
1. Explaining the objectives to be achieved.
2. Determine the subject matter that will be submitted.
The researcher determines the material which is taught to the
students, that is analytical exposition text.
Main-activity
1. The beginning of the lecture
The beginning of this method is presenting the lesson.
Teacher introduces topic and material of the lesson.
2. The body of the lecture (Presentation)
The students listen to teacher who explains the generic
structure, language feature of the text and five aspects in
writing.
3. The closing of the lecture
The closing of this method is the students making an
analytical exposition text. After taking notes of teachers‟
explanation, students make an argument of the issue.

c.

Post-activity
Ask for an answer students‟ questions. Teacher allows the
students to ask if there is not yet understood. After that, teacher
with students conclude lecture material that has been taught. 55
Based on the statement above, the researcher concludes that the
step or procedures of teaching writing analytical exposition text by
using Contextual Teaching and Learning method are as follow:
a. Pre-activity
1. The researcher explaining the learning objectives to be
achieved.
2. The researcher determines the material which is taught to the
students, that is analytical exposition text.
b. Main-activity
1. The researcher explains about analytical exposition text;
definition, function, generic structure and language features.
55
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2.
3.

4.

c.

The researcher explains about five aspect of writing; content,
vocabulary, organization, language and mechanics.
The researcher was given the same topic on the whiteboard,
and then students choose one topic that they were
developing individually.
All students were make a thesis, argument, and reiteration
from the topic they have chosen.

Post-activity
After discussion activities, the students and the teacher were
make a summary about the topic that has been discussed.

3.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Contextual Teaching and
Learning Method
According to Boroch, there are some the advantages and
disadvantages of contextual teaching and learning method that can be
used by the teacher in giving treatment in control class.
a. Advantages of Contextual Teaching and Learning Method
1. To facilitating constructed meaning from new knowledge,
this method also enhances student motivation and helps to
translate often abstract concepts into concrete examples.
2. CTL method makes the knowledge to be mastered visible
and presents it in a way that makes immediate sense to the
learner.
3. Others have noted the affective benefits of increased learner
confidence, development of enthusiasm and interest toward
students‟ long-term goals, and the education that is required
to achieve them. 56
From the explanation, it can be concluded that Contextual
Teaching and Learning motivates (CTL) the learner to take a charge of
their own learning and to relate between knowledge and its application
to the various contexts of their lives. CTL can strengthen students‟
memory and understanding of the concept because the students are
learning through the material that has taken from their experience and
new knowledge. In other words, they relate their prior and new
56
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knowledge to get new understanding. So, they will easily remember,
recall, and comprehending the material.
b. Disadvantages of Contextual Teaching and Learning Method
1. Teachers are more intensive in the lead. Because the CTL
method the teacher no longer serves as a center of
information. The task is to manage the classroom teacher as a
team that works together to discover new knowledge and
skills for students. Students are viewed as a developing
individual. One's learning ability will be influenced by the
level of development and breadth of experience he has. Thus,
the teacher's role is not as instructors or "ruler" that forces the
will but the teacher is supervising students so they can learn
according to the stage of its development.
2. Teachers provide opportunities for students to discover or
implement their own ideas and invite students for being
aware and consciously use their own strategies for learning.
But in this context of course teachers need extra attention and
guidance to students for learning purposes in accordance with
what was originally applied.57
Based on preliminary research in SMK Ma‟Arif Sukoharjo the
researcher found many disadvantages from used contextual teaching
and learning method in teaching learning writing:
1. Attention level is not the same while students listening the
lecture.
2. Learning is an active process thus study should encourage to
actively participating in the class room instead of just
listening the teacher.
3. There is no cooperation and interaction between the teacher
and pupils in the lecture process.
This contextual teaching and learning method is considered as the
cause of the students being lazy to learn because this method is less
attractive to students, less motivating. To increase student‟s
motivation in learning, teachers can use a variety of appropriate
learning methods. The application of suitable methods will enable
students to experience effective learning, one of the learning methods
57
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is the Small-Group Discussion method. Learning is now widely
applied because it involves all students in their implementation, in
addition to being able to attract students to be more creative, this
method can also foster a spirit of cooperation within students, train
students in speaking and expressing opinions and is expected to
support a sense of mutual need to achieve a goal. Through this
method, students actively play a role in the process learning and
training students to express their opinions.
H. Frame of Thinking
Writing is skill in which we express ideas which are arranged in
words sentences and paragraph by using eyes, brain and hand to
convey message to reader. Writing is a device written communication
between the writer and the reader. The students might contain writing
class in their school, but they find some difficulties, like in generate
ideas, and how to start writing, find some sentences that have
relationship with the topic, etc. Therefore, the teacher must find and
use effective techniques or strategies in order to invite the students‟
concern.
Small-group discussion is a teaching method where the students
work in small groups to answer question and make a decision through
a discussion process. Small-group discussion method is a way of
discussion of the problem in practice the students are divided into the
groups. Based on this theory, the researcher assumes that the teaching
writing texts especially analytical exposition text will be more
effective by using group discussion because the students will get more
significant understanding in writing analytical exposition text through
interaction in group. Interaction is the collaborative exchange of
thoughts, feelings, or ideas among the students. Interactions allow
opportunities for students to get more of students understanding in
analytical exposition text.
Small-group discussion can solve the problem in writing
analytical exposition text. It will be developing students‟ awareness,
self confidence and independence in learning which prove educable to
the students. Small-group discussion avoids being bored and tired of
studying and it makes in teaching writing analytical exposition text is
more effective and interesting. Because, students direct their attention
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or thoughts to the problem being discussed and the conclusions of the
discussed result are easily understood by students because the follow
the thought process before coming to a conclusion.
I.

Hypothesis
The hyphotesis of the research as follow:
Ha =
There is a significant effect of using Small-Group
Discussion Method towards students‟ writing analytical
exposition text ability at the eleventh grade of SMK
Ma‟Arif Sukoharjo in the academic year of 2020/2021.
Ho =
There is no significant effect of using Small-Group
Discussion Method towards students‟ writing analytical
exposition text ability at the eleventh grade of SMK
Ma‟Arif Sukoharjo in the academic year of 2020/2021.
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